Grooming for both girls and boys

Hair should be neat and tidy, and should not reflect the extremes of any current fashions. Hair must be trimmed above the eyebrows and be kept free of the face. If below the collar, it must be tied back with an elastic band, ribbon or scrunchie in the school colours - yellow and green.

It would be impossible to list all the styles and colours that would be inappropriate. Here we ask parents to support the school. While some tips and colour may be added it must enhance the natural colours of the hair. Colours like pink etc, would see the child sent to the office where they will await their parents to collect them and rectify the problem before their return to school. Again with hair styles the same is true; cuts of short on side and long or standing up on top, in the Mohawk style, will almost certainly be viewed as extreme. As is braiding and beading in the traditional Bali style.

Jewellery for both girls and boys

No jewellery may be worn other than a functional watch, a cross and chain and one gold or silver signet ring and or bracelet. A maximum of two piercing per ear is acceptable with sleepers or studs. Facial piercing is unacceptable and would see the child sent to the office where they will await their parents to collect them and rectify the problem before their return to school.

ALL JEWELLERY MUST BE REMOVED WHEN PARTICIPATING IN TEAM SPORTS.

GIRLS

Summer (Term 1 and 4)
Fawn/green/white checked dress with crest on left side. Brown flat school sandals or black school shoes, not runner style, with lemon or white socks. (Surf /reef sandals are not acceptable.) Knitted V neck jumper.

Winter (Term 2 and 3)
Navy/green check box pleated skirt, lemon blouse (crest on left pocket), green jumper, lemon socks or white socks or navy tights, black flat soled shoes. (Boots and black runners are not acceptable.) Knitted V neck jumper.

Sports
Black unisex shorts, as sold by the uniform shop, not basketball type for example, and green polo shirt, white ankle socks and low-cut, predominantly black or white joggers. Yellow or green track or running shoes for example are unacceptable and the student will be required to wait in the office until a parent comes and change their children’s shoes. Black tracksuit pants in winter. Faction polo shirts are to be worn for special sporting events only. Zip up sports jacket.
**BOYS**

Grey Shorts, grey shirt (crest on pocket), and brown sandals or black school shoes (not runner style), with grey socks. Surf/reef type sandals are not acceptable. Knitted V neck jumper.

**OR**

Grey Trousers, grey shirt (crest on pocket), flat soled black lace-up school shoes, grey socks, green jumper. Knitted V neck green jumper. Boots and black runners are unacceptable. Sandals are only an option when school shorts are worn.

Sports

Black unisex shorts, as sold by the uniform shop, not basketball type for example, and green polo shirt, white ankle socks and low-cut, predominantly black or white joggers. Yellow or green track or running shoes for example are unacceptable and the student will be required to wait in the office until a parent comes and change their children’s shoes. Black tracksuit pants in winter. Faction polo shirts are to be worn for special sporting events only. Zip up sports jacket.

**PLEASE NOTE:**

The sports jacket is **NOT** permitted to be worn with the formal summer or winter uniform.

**PRE PRIMARY**

The sports uniform.

**NAIL POLISH**

Is not to be worn by students in Years 1 – 6.

**SCHOOL HAT**

It is mandatory for the children to wear the school hat. The school has a ‘no school hat, no play’ policy. Pre Primary children are to have a school hat.

**GLOVES & SCARF**

On cold days children may wear a scarf and/or gloves but the colour must be only black.

**WINDBREAKERS**

The school has available for order fleece lined windbreaker jackets that may be worn with or without the school jumper on cold days.

---

**ST. JOSEPH’S SCHOOL UNIFORM CARD**

Name of Child: ___________________ Date of Issue:__________________

Your attention is drawn to the following article of clothing, which does not form part of the SCHOOL UNIFORM.

( ) SKIRT (Box pleat style) ( ) SHOES ( ) JOGGERS ( ) JUMPER

( ) RIBBONS ( ) BLOUSE ( ) SOCKS ( ) JEWELLERY

( ) SPORT UNIFORM ( ) OTHER _______________________

Class Teacher ________________ Parent Signature ___________________

Parents/guardians please sign this card to show it has been presented to you and return it to school tomorrow.